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Address Galaxy Euroglass 
OOO Gelexi Invests 
Skakovaya Str. 5 
Office 5 
125040 Moscow

Country Russian Federation

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Glass Bottles and glass products decoration 
The company "Galaxy Invests" – is the most prominent enterprise in Russia and CIS on glass products decoration. 
Bottle and glass articles decor is carried out with the imported high temperature paints on the Italian lines by the method of silk screen printing. Decor
is applied on the cylindrical and cone surfaces of glass produce with the subsequent kilning under the temperature 600˚-620˚C in the tunnel kiln. After
thermal (heat) treatment silicate paints got imprinted indelibly. Articles are highly resistant to chemical and physical influences. All the decorated bottles
and glass product have got quality certificate. Different technologies are applied while decorating bottles and glass products:

direct silk screen printing;
mechanical satination of various colors and shades.

Glass packing, decorated with silicate paints has got an extremely high degree of protection from fake and very elegant appearance.
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